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$5000 for initial payment | Pays for 
ICU for any reason | $25,000 for a 
major human organ transplant

Example | CRITICAL CAREPayout | CRITICAL CARE

FAMILY COVERAGE
THAT FITS
YOUR NEEDS

CANCER
Great coverage for families 
with a history of cancer, as 
well for kids (free to age 26)

Ideal for expecting mothers, 
planned surgeries, families  
in general, and much more

HOSPITAL

CRITICAL CARE
Great for those over 50, a 
family history of heart issues, 
& high-risk pregnancies

Ideal coverage for those with 
kids, an active lifestyle, 
high-risk jobs, & much more

ACCIDENT
$1000 for Hospitalization | $200 for 
Ambulance | $120–$200 for Urgent 
Care/ER | Unlimited annually

On a family road trip, your car is 
rear-ended and someone suffers a 
neck injury. They are taken to the ER.

Example | ACCIDENTPayout | ACCIDENT

$500–$2,000 for 1st-night | Pays 
$25–$150 for doctor/ER visits & 
tests | $100 a night up to 365 days*

Example | HOSPITALPayout | HOSPITAL

$3,000–$5,000 for initial diagnosis 
Kids free up to age 26* | Up to $900 
per week for chemotherapy

Example | CANCERPayout | CANCER

While having dinner, a family member 
suffers from a heart attack and is 
transported to the ICU by ambulance.

Due to a sharp pain in their side, your 
spouse visits urgent care. They are 
diagnosed & treated for Appendicitis.

You go to the doctor every year for a 
cancer screening due to a family 
history of skin cancer.

HOW AFLAC WORKS
Pays CASH directly to you, not 
doctors and hospitals
Provides benefits on top of 
health insurance, sick leave/bank, 
and even during the summer
Covers spouse and children
Covers maternity/illness/injury

Office: 301-985-2020
Mobile: 703-795-0406

Aflac Representative
smh@employee-plans.com

Coverage options offer benefits in addition to those shown here. See brochure for exact payouts, 
limitations, exclusions, and policy descriptions. 


